
ClicData allows you to quickly turn your business data into a competitive advantage to increase 
market share, revenue and profit.

How? By providing decision makers with the freshest data, displayed in the most comprehensive way. It 
makes it easier to quickly identify trends and respond to market changes.

ClicData makes this possible by giving business users the ability to efficiently view, manipulate, analyze, 
and distribute dashboards using a friendly and intuitive interface.

Dashboards Made Easy
Make sense of your data - Make better decisions.

Simple = Do It Yourself on the Cloud

Key Performance Indicators suited for Key Business Decisions

ClicData “dashboards made easy” allows business users to easily create reports and take control of their business, 
projects and activities.

Performance Management
Extract up-to-the-minute 
high-level summaries of 
your company performance 
using intelligent visualization. 
Always accurate and easy to 
understand.

Managing Your Sales Team
Show lead status states and 
current sales pipelines by 
region or by sales person. 
Empower your team with 
mobile reporting.

Taking Your Business Online
Are my conversion rates 
optimal? Bring all e-commerce  
and web analytics data into 
one single view and monitor 
your conversions in real time.



“We believe that current Business Intelligence tools are just too complex and static. Every 
company should get the most out of their data in a simple manner.”



Standards and Security
Certifications confirm that security measures and 
procedures are in place in the data centers:
Your data is hosted in 4 data center locations in France & 
Canada audited by KPMG under the SSAE 16 & ISAE 3402 
procedures to obtain SOC (Service Organizational Control) 
1, SOC 2 and ISO 27001.

Dedicated Data Hosting 
  Your own dedicated database instance.
  Advanced data encryption options.
  Personalized firewall options.
  Personalized data synchronization options.

Key Features
ClicData has all the tools you need to stay focused on 
what’s important for your business.

Automated Data Management
Connect data from the web or from your local database. 
ClicData will automatically refresh all dashboards.

Extensive Data Manipulation
Design your very own data warehouse: connect, merge 
and transform keeping your data clean and centralized.

Online Dashboard Editor
Drag & drop indicators on your workspace and create 
live dashboards and reports in just a few minutes.

Dynamic Collaboration for Teams
Sharing your insights has never been easier. Add 
comments and share your dashboards in a few clicks.

Live Alerts on your Dashboards
If one of your indicators goes beyond a defined level, 
ClicData will notify you right away!











Product Benefits
Read your data faster and better: Clean and 
streamlined, ClicData provides all the tools needed for 
proper and beautiful visualization for you to react faster.

Stay focused: Once your data is connected and 
indicators set up, ClicData takes care of the rest with 
automatic data refreshes and publications. Plus your 
data history is right there when you need it.

Be notified: Any critical changes and you will be notified 
immediately, anytime, anywhere.

Get your facts straight: All the information you need 
is right there ready to be consumed; centralized, 
combined and updated based on your needs.

Become a better team player: With user based 
parameters and views, you get to set up the dashboard 
the way your users need to see it.











35% lower IT cost in maintaining infrastructure, software and maintenance.

30% license gains by consolidating multiple BI tools into one.


